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But I like this name because it expresses that idea. Biblical

School of Theology. I wish that it be founded not on human ideas

but on the Word of God, that that be the primary thing, but Oh how

easy it is for one to seek human ideas and human philosophy instead

of trying to find out what has God said and what is the actual teach

ing of God's Word.

In connection with that ideal which we have had through the years

God has enabled us to train some very effective people. In the first

year of the second seminary I helped to found, in our first graduating

class there were men like Francis Schaeffer who has been so greatly

used of God in reaching young people. Men like G. Douglas Young who

has founded a sbhool in Jerusalem which is doing so much toward help

ing American students learn about the background of Biblical history

and our own Jack Murray here whom God has used so greatly. I believe

that if our Lord tarries that if we stick to this idea we can train

many others who can be equally used of God.

Now I like the name Biblical School of Theology because there are

ends to it. On the one hand there is Biblical. It is to be founded on

God's Word and to make that primary. It is very common in most seminaries

I think I can say, in most seminaries, let us say in most evangelical

seminaries, or fairly evangelical, most seminaries that are somewhat

orthodox claim to stand on the Word of God. But most of them then move

over somewhere else for the basis of their real /interpretation I?

And I can't blame them so much for that because it is such a natural

human tendency. A thing that has disturbed me through the years and

still does is that there is a course offered, an elective, in some

recent trend, some present idea, some human attitude, and there is

another course in exegesis of a book of the Scriptures, and the
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